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1. PROJECT SUMMARY
The serbian discourse on architecture and urban planning is internationally as well as nationally surprisingly isolated. Camenzind’s intention is to improve this setting by strengthening the
interdisciplinary transfer of knowledge between Serbia and Europe, by supporting existing as
well as introducing new platforms for public discussion and by fostering networks within and
outside of Serbia. Therefore Camenzind so far hosted several Salons, workshops and engaged
in the production of three issues of КАМЕНЗИНД for the whole of 2013 in the editorial work
spaces in Savamala, Belgrade.

2. INITIAL POSITION AND
OBJECTIVE
Camenzind is a swiss magazine that discusses architecture and urbanism with the help of architects as well as musicians, artists, physicists, civil engineers, art historians, economists and
any other kind of inhabitant or user of architecture. Thus the magazine positions itself between shiny interior magazines and professional architectural journals. Since 2005 ten issues
have been published. In addition to the general editorial work Camenzind also seeks an international exchange through it’s “Camenzind goes…” projects which intend to change the
common perception of the built environment through an external impulse and to expand
one’s horizon of knowledge and experience by an exchange at eye level. Hence the editors of
Camenzind were invited by Tim Rieniets, curator of the festival Urban Incubator: Belgrade and
the Goethe Institute Belgrade to conduct a Camenzind goes… project in Belgrade.
During the preparation of Camenzind goes Belgrade it turned out that the biggest potential
would lay in the reinvigoration of the local debate on the built environment among architects,
decision makers and the general public while at the same time tying this debate to an international discourse. Due to the long international embargo and the paralysed serbian building
industry both of these aspects are highly underdeveloped or even non existent. Thus there is
hardly anything that counters the “wild” postwar developments.
This deadlock is the result of an uneasy shift from socialism to democracy, political apathy,
social disparities, the brain-drain and last but not least the social and economic isolation of
the whole country. It is Camenzind’s ambition that a financially and with regards to content independent “interference” from the outside would reestablish a flow of information that would
nourish a public debate.
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3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project consists of three different formats; the salon, the workshops and the magazine
itself. With the salon coming alive, a great tradition of almost four centuries stimulates and
frames a public discussion while the magazine synthesizes their results and embeds them in
the national as well as international debate.
A salon is a gathering of people under the roof of an inspiring host. Camenzind therefore regularly turnes its editorial office in Savamala - where lectures, public debates, workshops and the
magazine production were held throughout the first project-year - into a salon. Those salons
formed the core of four weeks in March, Mai, September and November in 2013. Each of those
weeks were dedicated to the built environment of Belgrade and the work of specialists from
abroad. The work process and all results were and will be precisely documented, filtered and
published in the issues of КАМЕНЗИНД.
First contact of the local Camenzind team is Ana Djordjevic-Petrovic who graduated from the
University of Belgrade in 2001. Ana works in the fields of digital video, visual arts and public
space and helps, next to her work as a local editor, to establish a committed local team that will
carry on the project beyond the official program of 2013.

4. EDITORIAL BOARD OF CAMENZIND GOES BELGRADE
Camenzind was founded in 2005 by Benedikt Boucsein, Axel Humpert and Tim Seidel. 2007
the team was completed by Jeanette Beck. For Camenzind goes Belgrade they reinforced the
team with Leila Peacock, a Zurich and Glasgow based visual Artist with a masters in literature
and Ana Djordjevic-Petrovic.
Jeanette Beck is board member of Camenzind and worked as a scientific assistant at the Bern
University of Applied Science, where she focused on transdisciplinarity, virtual collaboration
and architecture mediation. Recently she started working for the City of Berne.
Benedikt Boucsein is a board member of Camenzind, partner at BHSF Architects and assistant at the chair of architecture and urban design at the ETH Zurich. He works on the fields
of architecture, urbanism, architectural theory and architecture mediation. After studying in
Aachen and Zurich, he completed his PhD thesis on “Grey Architecture” in 2008 and has since
then worked as researcher and designer for Camenzind, BHSF and ETH Zurich.
Axel Humpert studied architecture at TU Graz (AU) and ETH Zurich. He is board member of
Camenzind and partner at BHSF architects. From 2004 to 2007, he worked as project architect
and project leader for Meili, Peter Architects in Zurich. Besides his practical work, he regularly
teaches or acts as a guest critic.
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Leila Peacock’s work spans several mediums and disciplines. A practicing visual artist with
a master in literature. T date, her work has manifested itself in essays, performance, lectures,
drawing, video and book making. All with a satirical edge. Her work has been shown in Montreal, London, Glasgow, Toulouse and Berlin. She currently is based in Zurich.
Ana Djordjevic-Petrovic is a Belgrade-based graphic designer and activist, with Masters in
Interior Design. During her 15 years of working as a freelancer she has worked on a wide-range
of design concepts for a diverse spectrum of clients. This work has variously included book layouts, packaging design, visual identity, promotional material and video art. Recently she has
expanded her field of activity, initiating several projects to improve Belgrade’s public spaces.
Tim Seidel studied architecture at TU Darmstadt (D) and ETH Zurich. He is board member of
Camenzind and partner at BHSF Architects. From 2005 to 2009, he worked as project architect
and project leader for Meili, Peter Architects in Zurich.

5. SPECIALISTS
Robin The Fog is a radio producer and sound artist based in London. His work blurs the
boundaries between documentary, sound art and radiophonic composition and largely concerns themes of location and memory through the juxtaposition of found sound and texts. In
2012 he released the vinyl LP ‘Ghosts of Bush’, for which he received widespread acclaim, as
well as having his work featured on radio networks across the world, including BBC Radio 4,
Radio 3 and 6 Music, as well as in the pages of The Wire magazine. Having recently completed
a new project for Resonance fm for broadcast later on this year, he is currently working on a
commission for Radio 3’s ‘Late Junction’ programme; as well as working as a sound engineer
for the corporation’s radio drama department.
Bettina Köhler’s work constructs new connections between theory and practice in different
fields of design, in particular, between architecture and fashion. She studied art history, archeology and urban design and holds a Professorship at the FHNW, HGK Basel where she teaches
cultural history of design as well as its conceptual framework (Bachelor and Master). Alongside
this she acts as a consultant for the concept development of practical design work and adjudicates on panels assessing fashion and interior design. She publishes her work regularly and is
currently preparing a book entitled The Dream of Comfort.
Florian Graf lives and works in Berlin, London and Basel. In his work, he engages with specific architectural and social situations, creating places of poetic density where imagination
and reverie are bleeding into reality. He creates interdisciplinary media installation in gallery
context and public spaces including sculpture, propositional objects, photocollages, drawings
and films. Often he performs in situ or personally activates a situation.
Axel Langer is a curator for Near-Eastern Islamic Art at the Rietberg Museum in Zurich, where
he has curated exhibitions on blue-and-white ceramics from China to Europe, on Persian textiles in the 19th century and where he is now preparing an exhibition on the interchange of
artistic ideas between Persia and Europe in the 17th century. Besides his expertise in Persian
art, he has worked extensively on French architecture in the 18th century, as well as publishing
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his research on the Swiss font ‘Helvetica’. In his work he is particular fascinated by the notion
of transculturation.

6. SCHEDULE
Week I, 25th -31st of March 2013
Robin Warren centered the first week on exterior spaces and public spaces in Savamala. He
also gave the Camenzind goes Belgrade Team an introduction into radio production.
LAUNCH ISSUE 1, 29th of March 2013
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LAUNCH ISSUE 2, 9th of September 2013

Week III, 9th - 13th of September 2013
Florian Graf centered the third week on the relation between interior and exterior spaces in
Savamala. He also was the official co-host of the third salon.
LAUNCH ISSUE 3, expected on the 16th of November 2013
Week IV, 18th - 22nd of November 2013
Axel Langer centered the third week on transcultural topics within the context of Savamala
and Belgrade. As a “writer-in-residence” he contributes to the comming issues in 2014
LAUNCH ISSUE 4, 22nd of March 2014
PUBLIC DEBATE “BELGRADE ON THE WATER” HOSTED TOGETHER WITH MIKSER AND THE
URBAN INCUBATOR: BELGRADE, April 2014
LAUNCH ISSUE 5, June 2014
LAUNCH ISSUE 6, November 2014
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7. WEEK I, ROBIN THE FOG
For the first workshop in March, Camenzind invited UK sound artist Robin the Fog.
Robin is best known for his widely praised work, The Ghosts Of Bush, which used
analogue recording technology to create a portrait-in-sound of Bush House - which
housed the BBCs World Service for nearly a century - in this way focusing the entire
experience of that historic space through a single sense. Robin spent a week teaching
our participants how to record and edit their own radio documentaries, to seek out
stories in Savamala in order to create a series of radiophonic portraits that combined
history, field recordings and interviews with local people.
The first SALON SAVAMALA was held on a cool Wednesday evening on the 27th of
March, 2013 at the Camenzind headquarters. Drinks were served and the space was
filled with chairs to create an atmosphere conducive to open exchange. We filled up
our Savamala space, people spilled out the back of the room onto the sidewalk outside. Robin the Fog was joined by local sound man Vladimir Milanovic to present their
experiences documenting the sounds of the city. Robin, who regularly produces radio content for the BBC, gave a short and thrilling overview of the history of musique
concrete with the help of illustrative sound clips. He then unveiled a preliminary edit
of his sound portrait of Savamala, and finally shared a few extracts of the sound pieces
and radio documentaries made by our participants.
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8. КАМЕНЗИНД NO. 1
As we see it, our role is to create a research platform for a knowledge exchange on
the built environment of the Savamala neighbourhood. One of the products of this
exchange is this first issue that contains articles by both local and foreign participants.
Reading the articles printed it seems that many touch upon where local history meets
urban mythology. As Jean Cocteau famously said, I prefer myth to history because history starts with a truth that becomes a lie but myth starts with a lie that becomes a
truth.
Articles:
BUREAU DE CHANGE: TOWARDS A THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE, William Davis
MANOJLE: THE FIRST SERBIAN ICARUS, Nikola Gajovic
FACE - LIFTING FACADES, Sara Sopic and Marko Gavrilovic
BELGRADE WITHOUT ARCHITECTURE, Ljubomir Micic (first published in Zenit 1925)
ASHTRASHING, Katarina Cirilovic-Popovic
REMEMBERING LUKA CELOVIC, Leile Peacock
THE FIRST EDUCATIONAL PARK, Ana Djordjevic - Petrovic
A MODEL FOR SAVAMALA, Yaniya Lee
REVIEW OF THE BELGRADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP, Yaniya Lee
THE TEMPLE OF SAVAMALA, Mirjana Utvic
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9. КАМЕНЗИНД NO. 2
From home to work, and work to home, this is how most people experience architecture. In the
second issue the editors seek to add new perspectives to people’s experience and understanding
of the built environment, of which they are the most important users. What happens when architecture stops working for the public, when people no longer feel that they have any control over
their built environment? A loss of faith in architecture itself occurs. Trust is organic, and like anything organic it rots. Trust here in Belgrade it seems needs a complete structural overhaul. Several
of the articles in the second issue address the question of information, in a country when unbiased
information is hard to come by and the state archives are resolutely hard to access, information,
especially local history, becomes a scarce resource.
Articles:
HOW TO READ ARCHITECTURE: State Print-Shop Building and the Vocabulary of Architecture
of the Modern Movement, Marija Martinovic
IN SEARCH OF TRANSPARENCY: Furtive Manoeuvring Behind Star Architect’s Project for Belgrade,
LjubicaSlavkovic
RETHINKING ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC SPACES: Skateboarding lesson, LjubicaSlavkovic
SAVAMALA THE MYTH OF THE CITY AND ITS SPATIAL-PHYSICAL FRAMEWORK, Srdjan Gavrilovic
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURE, Walter Gropius (originally published in ZENIT magazine, in 1926)
ARCHITECT OF THE AVANT GARDE: Josip Seissel – Josif Jo Klek, Irina Subotic
ON THE WIDE BLUE SAVA, Nikola Markovic
LIKE DISLIKE SAVAMALA, Jürgen Krusche
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10. WEEK III, FLORIAN GRAF
Florian Graf was invited by Camenzind to hold a workshop with students in Belgrade during the second week of September 2013. It should deal with a specific neighborhood called
Savamala. From all the applications, Florian chose students of different age and background,
ranging from architecture and landscape architecture to photography and scenography. On
the one hand having a somehow specific and defined task and on the other hand being unfamiliar with the city and the above mentioned area, not exactly knowing what students to
expect, Florian struggled preparing the workshop. Considering the many unknown factors,
he decided to make use of the tangible but open activity of drawing which is also ceaselessly
accompanying his own artistic practice. Drawing lies somewhere between thought and materialization, perception and imagination, between fact and fiction. Thus, drawing can be a
means of revealing our relationship with place and space. It is an instrument for measuring
psychological tendencies and helps us to discover structures within the human relationship
between the body, its context and both the individual and collective memory. How do we perceive our built environment? How are we drawn to it and how do we draw it into our internal
map? Far from a paradigmatic claim, beyond “Gestalttheorie” (Gestalt theory) and “Wahrnehmungspsychologie” (psychology of perception), drawing allows to blur the line between formal, visual and conceptual thinking. Analytical and intuitive at the same time, it goes further
than expressing a personal mood, always asking for the individual meaning within a collective.
He started drawing and discussing with the students, wondering through Savamala, harnessing
the spirit of “The Image of the City” by Kevin Lynch and testing methods of the situationists. Confronting our sensual prejudices as a means of reassessing the reality of the area of Savamala.
The workshop proved to be a very fruitful week with enriching cultural exchange, creating new
meaning and gaining new knowledge about Savamala.
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11. КАМЕНЗИНД NO. 3
From home to work, and work to home, this is how most people experience architecture. In the
second issue the editors seek to add new perspectives to people’s experience and understanding
of the built environment, of which they are the most important users. What happens when architecture stops working for the public, when people no longer feel that they have any control over
their built environment? A loss of faith in architecture itself occurs. Trust is organic, and like anything organic it rots. Trust here in Belgrade it seems needs a complete structural overhaul. Several
of the articles in the second issue address the question of information, in a country when unbiased
information is hard to come by and the state archives are resolutely hard to access, information,
especially local history, becomes a scarce resource.
Articles:
HOW TO READ ARCHITECTURE: State Print-Shop Building and the Vocabulary of Architecture
of the Modern Movement, Marija Martinovic
IN SEARCH OF TRANSPARENCY: Furtive Manoeuvring Behind Star Architect’s Project for Belgrade,
LjubicaSlavkovic
RETHINKING ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC SPACES: Skateboarding lesson, LjubicaSlavkovic
SAVAMALA THE MYTH OF THE CITY AND ITS SPATIAL-PHYSICAL FRAMEWORK, Srdjan Gavrilovic
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURE, Walter Gropius (originally published in ZENIT magazine, in 1926)
ARCHITECT OF THE AVANT GARDE: Josip Seissel – Josif Jo Klek, Irina Subotic
ON THE WIDE BLUE SAVA, Nikola Markovic
LIKE DISLIKE SAVAMALA, Jürgen Krusche
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12. WEEK IV, AXEL LANGER
Axel Langer was a writer-in-residence invited by Camenzind Belgrade in November 2013.
He is a curator for Near-Eastern Islamic Art at the Rietberg Museum in Zurich, where he has
curated exhibitions on blue-and-white ceramics from China to Europe, on Persian textiles in
the 19th century and where he is now preparing an exhibition on the interchange of artistic
ideas between Persia and Europe in the 17th century. Besides his expertise in Persian art, he
has worked extensively on French architecture in the 18th century, as well as publishing his
research on the Swiss font ‘Helvetica’. In his work he is particular fascinated by the notion of
transculturation.
After several interviews with Belgrade based artists, architects and historians in November
2013 Axel is now writing on an article for the comming issues of Camenzind Belgrade. The
working title is “Learning from Belgrade”.
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13. PERSPECTIVE 2014
The Serbian architectural and urban discourse can be seen as isolated within the national and
international context. Publishing a Serbian architectural magazine contributes to changing
this situation substantially. The locally produced magazine makes use of the means of “performative urbanism” by intervening in the conditions of spatial production before these can be
transported into built form. At the point in time when planning or building is begun in the city,
most key elements are already in place. Architects and building owners are daily confronted
not only with the technical, but also with the socially determined conditions of spatial production. Individual room to maneuver does exist, it is by no means the case that everything
is predetermined. However, individual freedoms and divergences have little if any impact on
the neighborhood’s perception since a large portion of the projects adapt themselves to the
conditions of the context. In its built, everyday form, the city represents the society from which
it arises. One must therefore intervene earlier if one intends to change something about a

Only
through intensive and longterm engagement at a specific location and by taking into account the specific conditions of this
location can one achieve lasting change. Reflection on spatial production
city and the way it functions. Discussion with and in the local society must be sought.

as the first step towards change can be encouraged in many different ways – performances,
interviews, workshops, lectures, art projects in public space and much more. Each of these
formats has its justification in this context, as for instance, the production of a magazine on
architecture and urban planning such as Camenzind, since this can be taken up and held in
one’s hand, and communicates content in a clear and vivid way. Thanks to its accessible format, it can be designed in such a way that it appeals to non-specialists as well and reaches
people who previously had never before concerned themselves with architecture and urban

And above all, it can influence the course of individual
events as long as it is published continually over a longer period
of time. This is of particular importance because changes in spatial production take place
planning.

with great difficulty, as if at a glacial tempo. In this situation, a magazine can have the effect
of drops of water gradually hollowing out a stone: over several years, important issues are
repeatedly addressed, discussions focused, hard-to-acces information provided, projects and
actions presented and fed into a further discourse. This

is especially important
in situations where the daily press scarcely deals with the conditions of spatial production in a critical fashion. Here, there is a genuine
need for critical magazines as transporters of change. In particular in entrenched and problematic situations, many stakeholders are frustrated and resigned and act on their own, and

a point of view from outside can help break through deadlocked
thinking structures and support reflection on new perspectives –

without these perspectives having been clear from the start of the project. Interventions such
as this have nothing whatsoever to do with implementation of a previously defined concept.
Camenzind’s first project that dealt with this theme was “Camenzind goes East Africa” in 2011.
At this time, in all of East Africa there was no magazine providing critical reflection on the
rapid urbanization of the region. In response to this situation, together with local students
and graduates, Camenzind produced the first issue of the magazine ANZA (Suaheli for “start”)
in a four-day workshop in Dar es Salaam in Tanzania (here also as part of a project by the local
Goethe-Institut). Here, the entire production process of a magazine was carried out after the
infrastructural and human-resources conditions having been established in advance. ANZA
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was conceived, content produced, layout designed and printing and distribution organized,
all on location. In this way, a local editorial team emerged that is independently and successfully continuing the project and constantly evolving it to this day. Conditions in Belgrad are
scarcely comparable with those in Dar es Salaam. Between Serbia and Switzerland, an exchange between equals is taking place; the intellectual and literary potential lying dormant is
immense. This density of knowledge and talent offers the option of concentrating on a specific
place. Whereas “Camenzind goes East Africa” focused on an entire region, the project “Cam-

enzind goes Belgrade” has as its goal the creation of a platform
for discussion and publication that is anchored locally and at the
same time internationally linked, and whose members are regarded as a part of the regular Camenzind editorial staff. The result
is an issue that represents a unique mixture of neighborhood newspaper and international

architecture magazine. Through this disposition, the magazine is in a position to

perform an intermediary role between society and architecture
that constitutes the central goal for all Camenzind projects. In this
way, the magazine can perform an important urbanist and social function that focuses precisely on changes in a particular location. The first three editions of the magazine produced to
date illustrate what this activity can target. Critiques of current developments and tendencies,
subjective observations and interviews. Together with detailed portraits of individual places
and buildings, Savamala thereby is provided with an assessment of its historic role and substance supported by knowledge.

КАМЕНЗИНД shall not die… No. 4 out in march, no. 5 in june and
no.6 in november 2014!
THE EDITORS

15. IMPRINT
Edited by Leila Peacock and Axel Humpert for Camenzind goes Belgrade
The editors and guest editors of Camenzind goes Belgrade are Jeanette
Beck, Benedikt Boucsein, Axel Humpert,Tim Seidel, Leila Peacock and Ana Djordjevic-Petrovic.
Camenzind
Hardstrasse 69
8004 Zürich, Switzerland
Camenzind goes Belgrade
8 Kраљевића Марка
11000 Beograd, Serbia
info@cazmag.com
www.camenzindbelgrade.com

The editors have made every effort to secure the permissions necessary to reproduce the visual
material and articles in this publication. Any omissions will be corrected in subsequent editions.
Copyright © of all images belongs to Camenzind
Copyright © 2013 by the authors and Camenzind
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